Other important loans from foreign governments will be announced during the course of the year as soon as the difficulties of transportation under present conditions have been overcome.
On this occasion the Museum's mediaeval collections, which have been completely rearranged in newly decorated galleries, will be placed on exhibition. The installations will include the smaller sculpture from the Morgan, Blumenthal, and other collections, selected masterpieces of ivory carving, enamel-and metalwork, jewelry, ceramics, and glass, and important textiles and tapestries. Many of these objects have not been shown since they were put away for safekeeping after the outbreak of the war. It is especially fitting that their return to exhibition should have been arranged at this time by Mr. Forsyth, as it will serve as an appropriate welcome to Captain Rorimer, who has just come back to the Museum after two years in France and Germany.
At Other important loans from foreign governments will be announced during the course of the year as soon as the difficulties of transportation under present conditions have been overcome.
A winter feature in this series of exhibitions will be presented in January and February, when, with the collaboration of the Art Institute of Chicago and the Foreign Office of the United Kingdom, the Metropolitan Museum will show some thirty paintings of the English school, drawn from the Royal Collection and the public galleries in London. These works, including notable paintings by Hogarth, Constable, and Turner, will be incorporated into a retrospective exhibition of English painting.
To the foreign governments, whose recognition of this institution as a cultural bridge between the old world and the new has been marked so splendidly by these events, and to their embassies in Washington, and particularly to certain individuals, the Trustees of the Museum owe a deep debt of gratitude. To Professor Charles Rufus Morey, Cultural Attache of the American Embassy in Rome, we are indebted for having acted on the Museum's
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